Façade Ventilée
Façade Ventilée en ardoise naturelle
Let your creativity run wild!

Natural slate rainscreen cladding system
WHAT IS CUPACLAD DESIGN?

CUPACLAD Design offers a new world of possibilities for designing ventilated facades using new forms and combinations of natural slate. CUPACLAD has become the best façade system to suit the latest architectural trends.

There are limitless designs and styles for slate facades!

CUPACLAD Design embraces two objectives:

**Design Assistance Service**
CUPACLAD Design engineers are at your disposal; they will install your slate design no matter how complex, bringing your design to life.

**Creative laboratory**
From the most daring to the most complex forms, nothing stops our designers. All their proposals are technically reliable and achievable.

Even better...Do you have an idea and need help to get it off the ground? If so, we can help!
HONEYCOMB

HEXAGONS ARE TRENDY!

Our honeycomb design has been inspired by nature and uses the hexagon shape, the hexagon is seen all around us; turtle shells, bee hives and even snowflakes!

Hexes have become an inspirational pattern in contemporary architectural design as it offers a refreshing natural look, easy on the eye.

The honeycomb design is easy to install and is suitable for all shape buildings.

DIAGONAL

A DESIGN THAT CATCHES THE EYE

The diagonal design has been inspired by a simple rectangular geometric format which gives a touch of exclusivity. The diagonal design creates an elegant, spontaneous and elaborate look as well as offering efficiency and durability.

The CUPACLAD Design diagonal is suitable for lengthy, low to medium height buildings. The design inclines towards the sky which creates a height to width ratio, offering buildings a dynamic slender look.
LINEAL

A CONTEMPORARY DESIGN WITH ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

The new CUPACLAD Design proposal differs from the other rainscreen cladding designs as it suggests a combination of patterns and creates a touch of light. The design has been developed to introduce new colours and textures, making the façade stand out and become a distinguishing feature.

The design can be used partly or fully on the façade depending on your desired visual preference.

ASCENT

THE COMBINATION OF RHOMBOID AND TRAPEZOID

The fixing of this design includes 4 stainless steel flat headed screws, designed by our R&D team, and 4 fasteners per piece. When installed to lengthy buildings the façade creates a dynamic and volumized look which is influenced from the combination of shapes.

From using the rhomboid and trapezoid shape, not only does it create movement on the façade but demonstrates the possibilities of using different shape slates and allows architects to design more freely, to suit all trends and demands.
**SHIELD**

**SHIELD YOUR FAÇADE WITH NATURAL SLATE**

CUPACLAD Design SHEILD allows you to combine natural slate with other materials giving you the opportunity to create a unique and trendy façade to suit your demands and needs. The suitable materials are wood, metal or coloured ceramics.

This design uses 60x26 cm isosceles trapezoids installed with visible stainless flat headed screws, designed by our R&D team.

---

**WAVE**

**MARITIME INSPIRATION**

The zigzag shape evokes the movement of the sea offering a wave like effect. This feature creates a dynamic and original façade, standing out for its unique characteristics and exclusive personality. The CUPACLAD Design WAVE uses a rhomboid shape suitable for horizontal buildings, such as: convention palaces, museums, concert halls, etc.

The fixing of this design includes 4 visible stainless flat headed screws per slate and does not require an overlap between slate pieces.